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1. At which level in HP P4000 SAN Solutions is RAID configured?
A. volume
B. cluster
C. management group
D. storage node
Answer: D

2. When planning an installation of a new SAS Starter solution, how many network cables are recommended to configure the P4000 G2 solution correctly?
A. 2
B. 4
C. 6
D. 8
Answer: C

3. You are planning to integrate a P4800 BladeSystem SAN in a customer's environment. What is the maximum number of uplink ports that can be connected to the network?
A. two 1GbE and four 10GbE ports
B. five 1GbE ports
C. eight 10GbE ports
D. ten 1GbE ports
Answer: C

4. During a presentation of a SAN/iQ solution, the customer focuses on the application-managed snapshot functionality and integration in their Data Protector solution using Zero-Downtime-Backup. The customer is using a Microsoft environment and needs a solution to shorten their Recovery Point Objective for their SQL database servers. Which component acts as a requestor in this environment?
A. MS SQL
B. VSS Provider
C. Data Protector
D. P4000 SAN
Answer: C

5. A customer has two data centers and needs 3.2TB of space in his P4300 environment. Data should be mirrored across both data centers. How many nodes are needed to fulfill this requirement?
A. 2 nodes
B. 3 nodes
C. 4 nodes
D. 6 nodes
Answer: C